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Toll processing. ideal forJunior miners
MechChem Africa visits B&E InternationalIn Kempton Park and talks to the

company's plant and engineering director, Ken Basson, about the advantages
for minerals processing operators of adopting B&E's toll-based plant supply and

operating model.

&E international, now part of the tract operation of mineral processing plants

Raubex Group of companies, was has become the new paradigm, not only in

established in South Africa back South Africa but across the world, as mining

in 1972 as a drilling and blasting *DEMO*ies look for innovative ways to avoid

specialist and soon diversied into the mo- *DEMO*h upfront capital expenses and

bile crushing sector with its own mobile and reduce owning. operating and maintenance

static crushing division. in 1993, it entered expenses, thereby ensuring optimal returns

the mining services sector and further diversi— tothe respective stakeholders.

ed into bulk mining, processing and mineral “B&E International offers an innovative

beneciation. toll processing model for processing plants

"Over the years, we have gained exten sive that is specically focussed on junior mine

experience in the design. manufacture and ing companies. or those who are new to the

operation of purpose-built mineral processing mining business and who often nd it very

plants," Basson explains difcultto raise the necessarycapital needed

Given the present volatility ofcommodity to commence mining projects." says Basson, at this stage, especially from junior minerss

prices being experienced within the market, Under this model, B&E International retains

much focus is being placed on mineral pro— EPCM and BOOT models ownership ofthe plant for a ore-determined

cessing plant production optimisation at the Two models are offered by B&E International, time period and once the contractual obliga-

lowest possible cost, Combined with these *DEMO* the EPCM (Engineering Procurement, tions to the customer have been fulfilled,

challenges, new mininggreeneldoperations *DEMO*uct & Management) and the BOOT the customer has the option to take over the

also face capital constraints. (Build,Own, Operate &Transfer) models.“The *DEMO*t an agreed upon value specied in the
It is against this background that con- BOOT concept is generating a lot of interest BOOT contract.

llllilllilll“{c
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*DEMO*ternationoldesign 5. engineers. manufactures and supplies coppercrushing circuits for Zollrbasedplant supplyand operating models.
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| Minerals processing metallurgy and materials |

A primary crusherstation designed in South Africa 8&5 International is developinga modular trackrmounted coalrcmshing unit for tollrbased coal crus hing

by 8&5 International. contracts forjunioror midwp coal miners.

"We have executed a number of success, tollabased processesoffercosteffective solua in Kempton Park, engineers and technical

ful contracts where we design, construct a nd tions that can make shorterrterm operations support staff are available at extremely

operate a mineral processing plant on behalf much more cost effective and profitable," short notice to attend to customers' needs,

of a mining customer,allowing them to focus *DEMO* says, if required. "We know from rst-hand expe-

on other critical aspects of their operation," He further cites a B&E International ag, rience that plant outages and sub optimal

Basson tells MechChem Africa. ship project in Namibia,the Tschudi Copper performance of crushing circuits are ex-

Project,mmichiscurrently processingaround tremely costly and need to be attended to

Key a dvantages 300 000 t of copper ore per month for the immediately," Basson adds.
The primary advantage of adopting a toll- mine owner, Weatherly International. "Our

processing model lies in the fact that all responsibility includes the crushing, screen- Consultancy savices and retrofits
plant design, operational and nancial risk *DEMO*gglomeration and heap leach stackingof B&E International also offers consultancy

for the associated project is assumed by B&E the ore,” he explains. services for the upgrading, debottlenecking

International. “The advantage to the cus- Describing the basic minerals processing and optimisation of existing operations. “If a

tomer is that we assume all the risk related requirements for copper, he says that the customer‘s plant is underperforming in terms

to the non-performance of the plant. If the mined ROM is fed through a three-stage of envisaged protable production, we can

plant doesn't perform, we don't get paid," crushing circuit, screened. agglomerated and offer process plant optimisation consultancy

says Basson. stacked on a heap leach pad. Depending on services to help identify where best to imple-

"Extensive experience in the design and the ore type being processed. the oxides are ment changes to improve the situation.

optimisation of mineral process plants has typically crushed down to a -19 mm fraction. "If the customer is then willing. we can

been obtained in various commodities and *DEMO*s the sulphides are crushed down to a implement the changes using our own engi-
these include copper, coal, manganese, iron —16 mm fraction, neering staff, or the customer can implement

ore, gold and construction aggregates." he In order to optimise heap leach perme’ the suggestions for themselves without our

says. *DEMO*y of the ore, it is essential that the further involvement," Basson continues.

Ourexperienced teamofdesignengineers *DEMO* ofne ores beingtreated in the heap "All the required design and manufacturing

utilises the most advanced design technolo- is minimisedThis is achieved by introducing activities are carried out in-house at our

gies including FEA, 30 CAD modelling and an agglornerator whereby sulphu ricacid is in- *DEMO*cturing facilities based at our head
simulation software. This coupled with the troduced soth atessentially, it acts as a binder, ofce," he says.

extensive experiencegained asoperatorsover coalescingnes into larger particles. Optimal "A further advantage is that, in the event

the years,ensuresthatallequipmentdesigned agglomeration of the ore is of fundamental ofdowntime being experienced as a result of

by us is t»for-pu rpose, cost effective and reli- importance in order to maximise the copper remedial actions being carried out on a pro-

able in all respects," adds Basson. recovery process. cessing plant, B&E International can provide
He saysthat B&E International is currently "B&E International design engineers, in mobile crushing and screening plants from

doing signicant amountsof work on the coal collaboration with the production staff at *DEMO* its existing eet on a temporary basis

side. "Our in-house R&D department has the mine site, have successfully optimised to ensure that process plant outages are mi-

developed new crushing technologies for the design and operation of this agglomera- nimised," adds Basson
coal and we are currently in the nal stages tor, resulting in optimal performance for the ”We are not a project house. We are a

of manufacturing a specialised coal crushing complex ore beingtreated." Basson explains. minerals processing company that strives

unit," he says. Sulphuric acid is used to dissolve the cop- *DEMO*e risk away from our customers, If

Ideal forjuniorminers,this modulartrack- per from the ore. The acid is recycled from we don‘t get it right, we don’t get paid, so

mounted coal—crushing unit will be used on the solvent extraction circuit by means of a *DEMO*d to go the extra mile to make sure

our toll-based coal crushing contracts and solvent extraction-electro winning (SX/EW) that the equipment we install and operate

as part of bespoke solutions for junior or plant." he adds. *DEMO* the job cost effectively and reliably

*DEMO* coal miners. "These are cost sensitive Given the extensive engineering net with the absolute minimum downtime," he

operations and, in these uncertain times, our work in place at the company's head ofce concludes. El
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